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Background/Summary

Hena Khan offers middle grade readers a modern story inspired by the classic novel Little Women. When a work contract 
takes their father overseas for six months, the Mirza sisters—Maryam, Jameela, Bizma, and Aleeza—find their lives changed 
unexpectedly. Jameela, an aspiring journalist, wants to find the perfect subject for her next school newspaper article: one that 
will make her father proud and position her to become senior editor next year. But when her latest story threatens to end a 
new friendship with Ali, a boy from England with a charming accent and sense of  humor, and her beloved younger sister 
becomes dangerously ill, she discovers that there is more to the stories she wants to tell.   

Discussion Questions

1. Describe the relationships that the Mirza siblings have with their parents and one another. Which sisters are the 
closest? Which sisters have conflicts? How does each sister relate to their mother and father? Explain the ways that the 
relationships in the book are similar to and different from relationships you have with your parents, siblings, or others 
you live with. 

2. Why does Baba have to be away from home? Have you ever had to be separated from someone close to you, like a 
parent or sibling? What did you do to stay in touch? How did the distance affect your relationship? 

3. How do the characters in this book encourage one another? Why do you think it’s important to support and encourage 
others?  

4. Jameela says, “‘That’s why social media is messed up. It makes you worry about what you’re not doing, or lets everyone 
else know what they’re not doing. And then you can’t enjoy what you’re doing now.’” Explain why you agree or disagree 
with this statement. Can you identify any positive uses of  social media in the book? 

5. What advice does Jameela’s mother give her about handling her emotions? How does Jameela’s temper cause her 
trouble? Are you quick to show anger like Jameela, or do you have a different way of  dealing with things that bother or 
upset you? What advice have people given to you?

6. Why is Jameela offended by Kenzie’s and Maureen’s comments that she’s good at archery because she’s “Indian”? 
Do you think Kenzie and Maureen were trying to be offensive? Do you think Jameela, Kenzie, and Maureen handled 
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this situation correctly? How would you respond if  you realized you had unintentionally offended or hurt someone’s 
feelings? 

7. Jameela’s parents don’t want their daughters to worry about the family’s finances, so they try to protect them from 
finding out too much. Do you think parents or guardians should be open with their children about things like financial 
challenges, or is it better for them to keep these problems to themselves? 

8. Why does Ali refuse to contribute to Jameela’s newspaper article about microaggressions?  Why do you think he reacts 
the way he does when she tells him that she wants to change the focus of  the article? How would you have handled 
the situation if  you were Jameela?

9. Travis and Jameela have to work together on the school newspaper even though they disagree about many issues 
related to journalism. How do they learn to work together? How have you dealt with disagreements with a partner on a 
group project or other activity? Why is it important to work with people who have ideas that are different than yours? 

10. What does Jameela help Ali realize about the reason he has given up playing soccer?  

11. Why was it wrong for Jameela to include Ali’s anecdote in the article she published on microaggressions? In chapter 
thirty-five, Ms. Levy discusses the ethical rules of  journalism with her students. Identify these rules and explain why 
each one is important. 

12. Aleeza feels like she should be allowed to have a phone even though she is not yet thirteen, which is the age that Jameela 
and Maryam received their phones. Do you agree or disagree with her reasons for wanting a phone? How would you 
make an argument for receiving your first phone? What responsibilities come with having one? Explain your answers. 

13. How does Bizma’s illness bring the Mirza family closer together? Why do you think it can sometimes be difficult to 
ask for help?

14. Do you think that Ali and Jameela feel the same way about each other? How do you know? Explain your answers.

15. Why does Jameela decide to shave her head? How do you think her gesture made Bizma feel?  

16. Jameela’s article is about microaggressions, which are comments or actions based on stereotypes or prejudices that are 
intentionally or unintentionally insulting. The media often perpetuates stereotypes in the way it portrays people and 
communities. How does Hena Khan’s book challenge stereotypes about Muslim families? Why do you think books that 
challenge stereotypes are important? 

17. One of  Jameela’s characteristics that helps her to write well is her ability to view others with empathy. How does she 
demonstrate empathy toward Bizma? Why is empathy especially important for a journalist?

Extension Activities

1. Jameela wants to publish a digital version of  the paper rather than continuing to print paper copies. Work with a group 
to write and publish an edition of  a class or family newspaper. Before you begin writing, debate and decide whether you 
want to publish a physical or digital newspaper, and the merits of  both. Each group member should choose a story to 
write, keeping in mind Ms. Levy’s ethical rules of  journalism. Make sure you’ve chosen diverse content in various styles 
and formats that showcases your group’s personalities! 

2. Hena Khan’s novel is inspired by Louisa May Alcott’s 1868 novel Little Women. Read Alcott’s novel or watch a film 
adaptation of  the book, and create a chart comparing characters and plot elements in More to the Story and Little Women. 
Does seeing the parallels give you a deeper understanding of  any of  Hena Khan’s characters or their motivations?

3. When Bizma is diagnosed with cancer, her friends and family create a support network for her. Research an organization 
or event that supports cancer patients, survivors, and their families.  Some research possibilities include Relay for Life, 
St. Baldrick’s Foundation, Light the Night, Rally for the Cure, CaringBridge, Beads of  Courage, and the Make-A-Wish 
Foundation. Deliver a presentation about the organization you’ve selected, including ideas about how you or your 
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classmates can get involved. Why do you think communities like this are so important?

4. Research microaggressions, including what they are, why they matter, and how to avoid them. With your newfound 
knowledge, create an awareness campaign that encourages your school community to be mindful of  the words they 
use. Develop a slogan, a poster image, and a call to action.

5. Jameela considers the role of  English classes and an after-school writing club in fostering her love of  journalism and 
her friendship with a fellow writer, Lily. Create your own piece of  creative writing, inspired by More to the Story. You 
may want to write a short story that imagines where one or more of  the characters will be five years after the end of  
the novel, or rewrite a scene in the book from a different character’s point of  view. You may even want to try writing a 
contemporary retelling of  a classic story.  

6. One article that Jameela proposes for the paper is a debate about whether or not schools should ban football. Research 
this issue, and then divide into two groups for a class debate about this controversial topic. 

7. Baba’s career takes him away from his daughters as he travels overseas with a short-term contract for work in Abu 
Dhabi. Locate Abu Dhabi on a map or globe and research some key locations and facts about Abu Dhabi and the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE). Then create a travel guide for Abu Dhabi that includes information about local currency, 
transportation, climate, places to see, food, and culture.
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Background/Summary

The first year of  middle school is tricky. Suddenly, Amina’s best friend, Soojin, starts talking about changing her name and, 
even worse, spending time with Emily—a girl that used to make fun of  them! Amina’s older brother seems to be getting into 
a lot of  trouble for his grades, and now he wants to play basketball instead of  studying. To make matters worse, her uncle 
comes to visit from Pakistan, and her parents seem to be trying awfully hard to impress him. With so many changes, it’s hard 
to know how to be a good friend, sister, and daughter. But when Amina’s mosque is vandalized, she learns that the things 
that connect us will always be stronger than the things that try to tear us apart. 

Discussion Questions

1. Describe Amina’s feelings about music. What keeps Amina from telling her teacher that she would like to sing a 
solo? What could Amina do to overcome her fear? Have you ever been afraid to do something you wanted to do?  
What happened?

2. Why does Soojin consider changing her name? Why do you think Amina is uncomfortable with the idea of  Soojin 
changing her name? Have you ever wanted to change your own name? 

3. Why do you think Emily decides to stop being friends with Julie and to start being friends with Soojin and Amina? 
Why doesn’t Amina trust her at first? How would you react if  someone who had been mean to you in the past tried to 
become your friend?

4. What causes tension between Amina’s parents and her brother? How do they resolve their differences? Have you ever 
wanted to do something your parents did not want you to do? Have your parents ever required you to do something 
you did not want to do? How did you handle the situation?

5. How is Thaya Jaan related to Amina? How can you tell that Amina’s parents respect Thaya Jaan? What do they agree 
about? What do they disagree about? 

6. Why is Amina initially unhappy with the group she is assigned to work with on her class Oregon Trail project? What is 
the best thing about working with a group? What is the hardest thing about working with a group? What does Amina 
learn from working with Bradley, Soojin, and Emily? 
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7. Describe what happens at Amina’s Sunday school. Do you attend any religious services or classes? If  so, how is 
Amina’s experience similar to yours? How is it different? 

8. Both Amina and Soojin have been teased because of  the food they bring to school or the way their food smells. Why 
do you think people tease or bully kids who are different? If  you were in Amina or Soojin’s position, how would you 
respond? If  you encounter someone from a different cultural background, how should you respond to them? 

9. Discuss the role that forgiveness plays in the novel. Who does Amina need to forgive? Whom does she need to ask for 
forgiveness? Do you think it is more difficult to ask for forgiveness or to forgive someone else?

10. How does jealousy threaten Soojin and Amina’s friendship? What does Amina learn about Soojin, Emily, and herself  
as a result? Do you think Soojin is a good friend to Amina? Is Amina a good friend to Soojin? 

11. In the novel, Amina is trusted with secrets. Do you think she’s right to keep Mustafa’s secret? Should she have kept 
Emily’s secret? Why is it sometimes hard to keep secrets? Are there ever secrets that you should not keep? 

12. Amina’s parents and Thaya Jaan disagree about whether or not music is forbidden. In every family, people disagree about 
the way to raise children and about what types of  behavior should be allowed. How does Amina navigate the conflicting 
viewpoints in her own family? Have you ever had to navigate a similar situation? If  so, how did you handle it?

13. What is backbiting? Why does Amina feel guilty of  backbiting? In your opinion, did she backbite Emily?  
Explain your answer. 

14. Amina’s parents are concerned that Thaya Jaan will not be happy when he visits because, as they say, “You know there’s 
some bad feeling in this country toward Muslims, and all this negative talk in the news these days.” When Thaya Jaan 
is in America, what evidence of  bad feelings toward Muslims does he witness? What good things about America and 
acts of  kindness does he witness? What does he conclude about life in America? 

15. What is vandalism? How did the description of  the vandalism of  Amina’s mosque make you feel? How do you think 
you would feel if  your school or place of  worship was vandalized? Explain how this act of  violence ends up bringing 
Amina’s community together. 

16. The novel ends with a message of  change. In literature, characters that change are called dynamic characters. Almost all 
the characters in Amina’s Voice are dynamic characters. Explain how each character changes. 

Extension Activities

1. The characters in Amina’s Voice have different cultural backgrounds. Amina’s family is from Pakistan, Soojin’s family is 
Korean, and Emily’s grandmother was Polish. Research the cultural background of  a character in the novel or research 
your own family’s cultural heritage and participate in a multicultural celebration where you present your research to 
your class. 

2. Amina’s Voice includes vocabulary and references to Islamic and Pakistani culture. Choose an unfamiliar vocabulary 
word and research what it means. Working with your classmates, create a word wall for the book. 

3. Food plays an important role in both Soojin and Amina’s families. Research the food of  Pakistan or Korea and try 
cooking a traditional dish at home or eating in a Korean, Indian, or Pakistani restaurant to sample one of  the foods that 
Khan writes about (ex. kimchee, masala chai, naan, gulab jamun, or bulgogi). Write a food review of  the dish or dishes 
you sampled, including a recipe so that your classmates can try the food at home if  they wish. 

4. One of  the conflicts that Soojin must resolve is the question of  whether or not to change her name. Ask your parents 
the story behind your own name. How did they select it? What does your name mean? 

5. After Amina’s mosque is vandalized, Soojin’s church volunteers to host the Islamic Center’s carnival and Quran 
competition. What common values bring these communities together? Why is it important for people of  different 
faiths and cultural backgrounds to be kind to one another and work together?
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6. Amina is given a class project to compete with her classmates in a game called The Oregon Trail. What was the Oregon 
Trail? With a group of  classmates, play this game and see how you do as settlers. The original version of  the game is 
available for free online, but it has also been reimagined as both an app and a card game. What did playing this game 
teach you about working together? 

7. In Sunday school, Amina hears the story of  Prophet Yusuf  and his jealous brothers. How is this story similar to the 
story of  Joseph and the coat of  many colors? Examine another story, such as the story of  the great flood or a folktale 
like “Cinderella” or “Beauty and the Beast” that has different versions in different cultures. 

8. Amina chooses the classic Sam Cooke song “A Change Is Gonna Come” to sing at the concert. Look up the lyrics and 
research the history of  the song. What inspired Cooke to write the song? Why do you think the song became known 
as an anthem of  the civil rights movement? Why do you think Amina relates to this particular song? 

9. Throughout the book, the author uses figurative language to describe Amina’s feelings. For example, Amina describes 
jealousy as “a fresh shock...that courses through my veins like I had stuck my pen in an electrical socket.” Using Amina’s 
descriptions as a model, write a list of  similes that describe the way different emotions feel. 

10. Soojin and her family are very excited about becoming American citizens. Research the pathway to American citizenship. 
How difficult is it to become a United States citizen? What happens at a naturalization ceremony? If  you have a family 
member that has gone through the naturalization process, ask them what it was like. Did they do anything special to 
celebrate the ceremony? 

11. After the mosque is vandalized, Imam Malik says, “Muslims have far more friends than enemies in this country. Some 
people don’t understand Islam or are misled and fear us. But I’m getting so many calls of  support from our friends and 
neighbors in the community.” One quality that makes America special is the fact that we are welcoming of  different 
cultures. What steps can your class or community take to support and be kind to one another and to people from 
different cultural backgrounds? 

12. Imagine this book as the first part of  a series. What do you think is next for Amina, Soojin, Emily, and Mustafa? Create 
a book jacket for an imagined sequel to Amina’s Voice. Include a brief  synopsis of  your imagined sequel.
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These questions and activities can be used with Power Forward and On Point.

Background/Summary

Fourth grader Zayd Saleem is not just going to be a professional basketball player. He’s going to be a star—the first Pakistani-
American kid to make it to the NBA. However, life can get complicated, especially when your dreams are different from the 
plans your family has for you. Zayd has a loving and close-knit family, but what his parents want him to do (and eat) is not 
always the same as what he wants for himself. After his favorite uncle, Jamal Mamoo, helps him learn to stand up for himself, 
it’s his turn to be a leader and help his best friend, Adam, and Uncle Jamal to follow their dreams as well.

Discussion Questions

1. Make a family tree for Zayd, including a description of  each member of  his family. Can you relate to his relationships 
with his mom, dad, sister, uncle, or grandparents? How is his family similar to yours? How is it different? 

2. How does Zayd respond to stress and anxiety? Do you think there is anything that seems to help him when he is feeling 
anxious? What do you do when you are anxious or worried about something? 

3. Why do you think Zayd’s parents want him to continue to play the violin? Have your parents ever wanted you to do 
something that you didn’t want to do? How did you handle it? 

4. How does Zayd initially deal with the conflict between his desire to focus on earning a spot on the gold team and 
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his parents’ wish for him to pursue orchestra? How does his mother find out that he has stopped going to orchestra 
practice? What lesson does he learn from his mistake?

5. Zayd has a very close relationship with his uncle, Jamal Mamoo. How does Jamal encourage Zayd? Why is it important 
to have an adult in your life whom you can trust?  

6. Zayd comes from a Pakistani American family. What cultural traditions do they have that are different and similar from 
your family’s traditions? 

7. Three generations of  the Saleem family are featured in these two books: grandparents, parents, and children (Zayd and 
Zara). Do you see any differences in each generation’s habits, styles, and preferences? Why might that be? 

8. Why does Zayd’s mother ask him to keep a food diary? What does he learn about himself  as a result of  keeping the 
diary? Have you ever thought about the way different foods make you feel? 

9. Why does Zayd choose John Wall to research for his role model project? What qualities do you think make someone 
a good role model? 

10. How does Zayd’s family show that they support one another? Why do you think Zayd resisted telling his parents how 
he really felt about basketball and orchestra?

11. The book titles Power Forward and On Point are phrases that have both literal meanings and figurative connotations. How 
does each title reflect each book’s message? The big ideas or messages in books are called themes. Can you relate the 
title of  each book to its theme? 

12. The first line of  On Point states: “Sometimes when you finally get something you really want, it ends up not being what 
you hoped it would be.” Why does Zayd say this? Have you ever felt this way? 

13. What does playing basketball teach Zayd about being a good teammate? What is your favorite sport or activity? What 
can you do to become a better teammate, classmate, or friend? 

14. Why is planning the wedding stressful for Jamal Mamoo and Nadia Auntie? What advice does Zayd give them?

15. What causes conflict in Zayd and Adam’s relationship? How do they resolve this conflict? Have you ever argued with 
a friend? How did you resolve your differences?

16. Why is Zayd nervous about filling Adam’s position on the basketball team? 

17. What are important qualities in a leader? Do you think Zayd will be a good team leader?

18. When we talk about conflict in literature, we describe it as either internal (an emotional or mental conflict inside a 
character) or external. What types of  conflict does Zayd face in these books? Are all of  his conflicts resolved?

19. In fiction, we use the term dynamic to describe a character that changes. By the end of  On Point, how has Zayd changed?

Extension Activities

1. Zayd’s family is from Pakistan. What did you learn about Pakistani culture from Power Forward and On Point? After reading 
Hena Khan’s books, make a list of  questions you have about Pakistan and research the answers to those questions.

2. We all have cultural and family traditions that are important parts of  our identities. How much do you know about 
your own cultural heritage? Prepare an informative speech, presentation, or video to teach your classmates about one 
of  your family’s traditions. 

3. Food plays a big part in Zayd’s family members’ lives, especially in their celebrations. Have you ever tried Pakistani 
food? Choose one of  the foods that Zayd mentions and decide how best to try it; you could recreate it from a recipe, 
visit a Pakistani restaurant, or find it in an international food market.  
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These questions and activities can be used with Bounce Back.

Background/Summary

In the third installment of  Hena Khan’s Zayd Saleem Chasing the Dream series, fourth-grader Zayd is having a great season 
on the Gold Team. Now that his best friend Adam is playing football and not basketball, he hopes that Coach Wheeler will 
choose to make him the new team leader. Everything seems to be going according to plan until an injury forces him to look 
at the game he loves and his role on the team in a new way. With only a few weeks until the championship and his favorite 
uncle’s wedding, will Zayd be able to bounce back in time?

Discussion Questions

1. At the end of  the first chapter, Zayd comments, “I can only imagine incredible things ahead of  me.” How does the 
reality of  what happens next compare with his expectations? What can you learn from Zayd about how to deal with 
disappointment or setbacks? 

2. Explain how Zayd gets injured. What does the doctor tell him about recovering from his injury? How does Zayd react 
to the news?

3. What does Zayd think is the most difficult thing about being injured? Have you ever been injured? What was the most 
difficult thing for you? What advice would you give to Zayd about dealing with his injury?

4. Why does Baba say that Zayd should still go to practice even though he can’t play basketball? Why doesn’t Zayd want 
to go? What do you think Zayd should do?  

5. What does Adam do to show Zayd that he is a good friend? How do you show your friends that you support them?  

6. Why is Zayd nervous about his team facing the Lightning? Does being nervous impact his actions?

7. What is a dholki ceremony? Why does Zayd’s mother tell Baba and Zayd that they need to attend the ceremony?  

8. What happens to Nana Abu at the dholki ceremony? How can you tell that Zayd’s family cares about Nana Abu?  

9. Zayd’s favorite basketball player is John Wall; whenever Zayd tries to make decisions, he often thinks about how Wall 
would handle the situation. What does Zayd realize about the way that Wall leads his team? Is there someone you look 
to as an example or role model? How have they impacted your choices or actions?

10. When Zayd is injured, how does Coach Wheeler treat him? Why do you think Coach treats him that way? What does 
this experience teach Zayd about leadership? 

4. Who is your role model? Just as Zayd researches John Wall for his school project, research the life of  someone you 
admire. After learning more about them, are they still your role model? Which of  their traits and accomplishments do 
you value most? Did you learn anything about them that surprised you?

5. How would you describe Zayd and his experiences in Power Forward and On Point to other readers? Design a poster or 
a storyboard for a book trailer that you feel captures Zayd’s personality and how you felt while reading these books. 
Think about what makes a poster or trailer so compelling, including images, taglines, and a color scheme.

6. Being a successful athlete often means learning how to function well on a team. As a class, brainstorm some qualities 
you find important in a teammate or a coach. Then choose a partner and role-play a conversation between two 
teammates or between an athlete and a coach in which both display some of  these qualities; now, role-play the same 
scenario again where one person does not display any of  these qualities. How do the dynamics and end results of  the 
conversations change? What do you think are the most challenging and rewarding elements of  being a member of  a 
sports team? Where else outside of  a sports team might you need to work closely with others to accomplish a goal?
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11. What does Zayd notice about Sam? Why does he hesitate to give Sam feedback about how to improve his game? Are 
you comfortable giving your peers constructive criticism? Explain your answer.  

12. What does Zayd realize about dancing and basketball as he’s preparing for Uncle Mamoo’s mehndi? Are you surprised 
by this realization?

13. How do Zara and Zayd trick Nana Abu into getting his exercise? Why do you think Nana Abu enjoys teaching his 
grandchildren about cricket? Have you ever taken the time to ask the older adults in your life about the activities they 
enjoyed when they were young? If  so, what did you learn?  If  not, what do you think they might say?  

14. Why is Zayd nervous about playing basketball after his injury? How does it impact the way he plays? Have you ever 
been afraid after an illness or injury? How did you overcome your fear? 

15. How does Sam respond when Zayd finally gets up the courage to give him feedback on his game? How do you think 
you would have reacted if  you were in Sam’s place?

16. Why do you think Coach Wheeler compliments Zayd on his leadership skills even though he has been injured and 
hasn’t been playing basketball? Explain how Zayd demonstrates leadership. 

17. What advice does Nana Abu share with Zayd before the championship game? How does this advice relate to the 
challenges Zayd faces? How could you relate this advice to your own life?

18. If  you’ve read the other books in this series, discuss the ways that Zayd changes in each book. What lessons has he 
learned? What lessons do you think he still needs to learn? If  you haven’t read the previous books, predict what lessons 
he might learn next.

Extension Activities

1. In the first chapter, Zayd’s family struggles to assemble a basketball hoop. Why do you think it can be difficult to 
understand a list of  instructions? When do you think video instructions might be more helpful than written instructions? 
Why do you think that? Working alone or with a partner, prepare your own video tutorial teaching others to do 
something you know how to do particularly well. Write down the instructions, and then film each other demonstrating 
the steps.

2. Bounce Back includes descriptions of  a Pakistani wedding. Research wedding traditions in Pakistan. What happens 
during the mehndi ceremony? What happens during the wedding ceremony? Find a Pakistani tradition that you think is 
especially interesting, and explain its significance and why you like it. 

3. Part of  Zayd’s preparation for his uncle’s wedding involves preparing a dance to perform for the bride and groom. 
Explore the phenomenon of  Bollywood-style or desi-style dance; a good example is “Ballay Ballay Song” from 
the Pakistani movie Bin Roye or the video for “It’s the Time to Disco.” Try learning some of  the moves before 
choreographing and performing a dance that would be similar to the one Zayd and his sister created for the wedding. 
Alternatively, make a playlist of  songs that match these two styles and explain how you feel while listening to them. 
What kind of  emotions do they evoke? Describe the rhythms and melodies.

4. After Nana Abu’s heart attack, Zayd’s family tries to get him to eat food that is good for his heart. Research the role diet 
plays in heart disease. What foods are good for your heart? What foods put a person at risk for heart disease? Name a 
few foods someone might substitute with others to improve their health.

5. Teams are made up of  groups of  people who play different roles. Zayd is a team leader, but being a leader is only one 
role that a person might play. Research the traits of  effective teams and the roles that different team members might 
play. What do you think is your role in a team setting, or what would you like it to be? What are your strengths as a 
team member?
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